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Abstract: We introduce and study the graphs whose vertex set is reduced residue system

mod n such that two distinct vertices a and b are adjacent provided that a2 ≡ b
2 (mod n).
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1. Introduction

Graphs can be used to model many types of relations and processes in physical,
biological, social and information systems. Many practical problems can be
represented by graphs to emphasize their application to real-world systems.
Graph theory is the study of mathematical structures used to model pairwise
relations between objects. A graph in this context is made up of vertices,
nodes, or points which are connected by edges, arcs, or lines. A graph may
be undirected, meaning that there is no distinction between the two vertices
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associated with each edge, or its edges may be directed from one vertex to
another. Graphs are one of the prime objects of study in discrete mathematics.

If G and H are disjoint graphs, their union G∪H is the graph with V (G∪
H) = V (G) ∪ V (H) and E(G ∪H) = E(G) ∪ E(H). Thus G ∪H consist of a
copy of G together with a copy of H.

In number theory, an integer q is called a quadratic residue modulo n if
it is congruent to a perfect square modulo n; i.e., if there exists an integer x
such that, x2 ≡ q (mod n) and (q, n) = 1. The trivial case q = 0 is gener-
ally excluded from lists of quadratic residues so that the number of quadratic
residues (mod n) is taken to be one less than the number of squares (mod n).
However, some source include 0 as a quadratic residue. Otherwise, q is called a
quadratic non-residue modulo n. If p is an odd prime then no of quadratic and

non-quadratic residues for mod p is

(

p− 1

2

)

.

Originally an abstract mathematical concept from the branch of number
theory known as modular arithmetic, quadratic residues are now used in appli-
cations ranging from acoustical engineering to cryptography and the factoring
of large numbers.

We recall the key definition of this paper.

Definition 1.1. Let n ≥ 2 be a fixed positive integer. We call a simple
graph is a quadratic residue graph modulo n if its vertex set is reduced residue
system mod n such that two distinct vertices a and b are adjacent provided
that a2 ≡ b2 (mod n). We denote by ζn the quadratic residue graph modulo
n, i.e., V (ζn) = {a ∈ Z | (a, n) = 1 and a < n} and E(ζn) = {ab | a, b ∈
V (G) and a2 ≡ b2 (mod n)}.

Example 1.2. Let n = 7, then

V (ζ7) = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} and E(ζ7) = {1 6, 2 5, 3 4}.

So ζ7 is as follows:

Fig. 1: ζ7

Example 1.3. Let n = 16, then

V (ζ16) = {1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15}
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and

E(ζ16) = {1 7, 1 9, 1 15, 7 9, 7 15, 9 15, 3 5, 3 11, 3 13, 5 11, 5 13, 11 13}.

So ζ16 is as follows:

Fig. 2: ζ16

Example 1.4. Let n = 24, then

V (ζ24) = {1, 5, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19, 23}

and

E(ζ24) = {1 5, 1 7, 1 11, 1 13, 1 17, 1 19, 1 23, 5 7, 5 11, 5 13, 5 17, 5 19, 5 23,

7 11, 7 13, 7 17, 7 19, 7 23, 11 13, 11 17, 11 19, 11 23, 13 17, 13 19, 13 23,

17 19, 17 23, 19 23}.

So ζ24 is as follows:

Fig. 3: ζ24
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2. Main Results

We denote by G⊕H, the disjoint union of the graphs G and H and by nG =
G⊕G⊕ · · · ⊕G, the disjoint union of the n copies of the graph G.

Theorem 2.1. Let ζn be a quadratic residue graph.

1. If n = 2 then ζn is empty graph.

2. If n = 22, then ζn = K2.

3. If n = 2r, where r ≥ 3 is any integer, then ζn = 2k−3K4.

4. If n is an odd prime then ζn =
n− 1

2
K2.

5. If n = pr where p is an odd prime and r is positive integer then

ζn =
pr−1(p− 1)

2
K2.

Proof. The assertions (1) and (2) are straightforward.

(3): Note that the graph ζn has φ(2r) = 2r−1 number of vertices. We
compute the least positive residue of the square of the integers which are less
than n and relatively prime with n. Since there are φ(n) = 2r−1 squares to be
considered and since the congruence x2 ≡ a (mod 2r) has either no solution or
exactly 4 incongruent solutions, cf. [1, Exercise 9.1, Problem 18], there must be
φ(n)/4 = 2r−1/4 = 2r−3 number of quadratic residues among all the vertices.
Hence ζn = 2r−3K4.

(4): We compute the least positive residue of the square of the integers
1, 2, 3, .., n− 1. Since there are φ(n) = n− 1 squares to be considered and since
the congruence x2 ≡ a (mod n) has either no solution or exactly 2 incongruent
solutions, there must be φ(n)/2 = (n−1)/2 number of quadratic residues among
all the vertices. Hence ζn = n−1

2 K2.

(5): Note that the graph ζn has φ(pr) = pr−1(p − 1) number of vertices.
We compute the least positive residue of the square of the integers which are
less than n and relatively prime with n. Since there are φ(n) = pr−1(p − 1)
squares to be considered and since the congruence x2 ≡ a (mod pr) has either
no solution or exactly 2 incongruent solutions, cf. [1, Exercise 9.1, Problem 16],
there must be φ(n)/2 = pr−1(p− 1)/2 number of quadratic residues among all

the vertices. Hence ζn = pr−1(p−1)
2 K2.
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Theorem 2.2. Let n = p1
α1 · p2

α2 · · · pm
αm ; pi are distinct odd primes

and αi are positive integers. Then:

ζn =
φ(n)

2m
K2m

Proof. Since the congruence x2 ≡ a (mod pαi

i ) has either no solution or
exactly 2 incongruent solutions, cf. [1, Exercise 9.1, Problem 16], therefore,
by Chinese remainder theorem, there are exactly 2m incongruent solutions of
the congruence x2 ≡ a (mod n). There must be φ(n)/2m number of quadratic

residues among all the vertices. Hence ζn =
φ(n)

2m
K2m .

Theorem 2.3. Let n = 2r · p1
α1 · p2

α2 · · · pm
αm ; pi are distinct odd primes

and αi and r are positive integers. Then:

ζn =































φ(n)

2m
K2m if r = 0 or 1

φ(n)

2m+1
K2m+1 if r = 2

φ(n)

2m+2
K2m+2 if r ≥ 3

Proof. Note that the congruence x2 ≡ a (mod 2r) has either no solution
or exactly 4 incongruent solutions, if r ≥ 3, cf. [1, Exercise 9.1, Problem 18].
Also x2 ≡ a (mod 22) has two solutions and x2 ≡ a (mod 2) has one solution.
Moreover, as mentioned in the proofs above, the congruence the congruence
x2 ≡ a (mod pαi

i ) has either no solution or exactly 2 incongruent solutions
if p is an odd prime, cf. [1, Exercise 9.1, Problem 16]. By applying Chines
remainder theorem we get that x2 ≡ a (mod n) has either no solution or 2m

solutions if r = 0 or 1. Also x2 ≡ a (mod n) has either no solution or 2m+1

solutions if r = 2. And finally, x2 ≡ a (mod n) has either no solution or 2m+2

solutions if r ≥ 3. Hence the result.

Theorem 2.4. ζn is a complete graph Kn if and only if n is a divisor of

24.

Proof. Suppose ζn is a complete graph Kn. Then a2 ≡ 1 (mod n) for every
a in reduced residue system mod n. Suppose n = 2km where m is odd and k is
an integer ≥ 1. Then a2 ≡ 1 (mod 2k) for all a in reduced in reduced residue
system mod 2k and a2 ≡ 1 (mod m) for all a in reduced residue system mod m.
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In particular, 22 ≡ 1 (mod m) and 32 ≡ 1 (mod 2k). Therefore, m divides 3
and 2k divides 8. This implies that n divides 24. Conversely, if n is a divisor
of 24, then ζn : n = 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 12, 24 is a complete graph Kn.

Remark 2.5. The quadratic residue graph ζn is either a complete graph
or disjoint union of complete graphs.
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